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**Outcomes of penile cancer patients with micro-metastases in dynamic sentinel lymph node biopsy specimens: An eUROGEN collaboration**

By: Khaw R.A.¹, Van Thoor J.², Albersen M.², Oliveira P.³, Elliott T.³, Sangar V.³, Lau M.³, Parnham A.³
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**Radiotherapy plus chemotherapy versus chemotherapy alone in penile cancer patients with extracapsular nodal extension after inguinal lymph node surgery: A multi-institutional study**

By: Li Z.¹, Zhou F.², Han H.², Wang B.³, Tang Y.⁴, Liu N.⁵, Chen P.⁶, Liao H.⁷, Li X.⁸, Ornellas A.A.⁹, Mi Q.¹⁰
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**Treatment outcomes of penile intraepithelial neoplasia (PeIN) related to P16 status**

By: Ashley S.¹, Cleaveland P.¹, Oliveira P.¹, Clarke N.¹, Parr N.², Lucky M.³, Lau M.¹, Parnham A.¹, Sangar V.¹
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Predicting overall survival (OS) in patients (pts) with penile squamous cell carcinoma (PSCC) undergoing regional lymph node dissection (LND) ± multimodal therapy

By: Necchi A.1, Mariani L.1, Zhu Y.2, Ye D-W.3, Ornellas A.4, Watkin N.5, Ager M.5, Lo Vullo S.1, Hakenberg O.6, Heidenreich A.7, Raggi D.1, Catanzaro M.1, Salvioni R.1, Chipollini J.8, Azizi M.8, Spiess P.8

1Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori, Dept. of Medical Oncology, Milan, Italy, 2Fudan University Shanghai Cancer Center, Dept. of Urology, Shanghai, China, 3Fudan University Shanghai Cancer Center, Dept. of Urology, Shangai, China, 4Hospital Mário Kröeff and Brazilian Cancer Institute, Dept. of Urology, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 5St. George’s University’s Hospitals, Dept. of Urology, London, United Kingdom, 6University Hospital Rostock, Dept. of Urology, Rostock, Germany, 7Universitätsklinikum Köln, Dept. of Urology, Cologne, Germany, 8Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, Dept. of Urology, Tampa, United States of America

Results of a 10 year multicentre experience of adjuvant radiotherapy for pN3 squamous cell carcinoma of the penis (SCCp)

By: Ager M.1, Njoku K.2, Serra M.3, Pickering L.4, Afshar M.4, Beesley S.5, Robinson A.6, Crellin P.7, Vyas L.8, Kayes O.8, Elmamoun M.8, Eardley I.9, Ayres B.1, Henry A.2, Tree A.3, Watkin N.1
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International multi-center analysis of factors predicting the presence of non-sentinel node inguinal metastases in penile cancer patients undergoing completion inguinal lymph node dissection following positive sentinel node biopsy

By: Nowers J.1, Afshar M.1, Ottenhof S.2, Dijajadiningrat R.2, English C.1, Lam W.3, Ayres B.1, Horenblas S.2, Watkin N.1
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The SentiPen trial from eUROGEN & The NCRI (UK): Concordance of Sienna+/Sentimag with Standard 99mTc labeled nanocolliod technique for the detection of inguinal sentinel lymph nodes in patients with cN0 penile cancer
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**Trends in surgical treatment for penile cancer in Germany from 2006 to 2015: Rising case numbers and moderate centralization**

By: Groeben C.¹, Koch R.², Baunacke M.¹, Borkowetz A.¹, Thomas C.¹, Huber J.¹
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**Surveillance algorithm for node positive squamous cell carcinoma of the penis**

By: Ager M.¹, Manjunath A.¹, Yan S.¹, Corbishley C.², Tinwell B.², Afshar M.³, Tree A.⁴, Ayres B.¹, Watkin N.¹
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**Chemoradiation in the treatment of loco-regionally advanced penile cancer**

By: Ottenhof S.R.¹, Doodeman B.², Vrijenhoek G.L.², Djajadiningrat R.S.³, Horenblas S.¹, Pos F.J.²
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13:20 - 13:27

**Summary**

V. Sangar, Manchester (GB)